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Typically, in an algebraic classification question, one is given a class of 
algebras or triple systems defined by certain identities and one determines 
all simple representatives in the class. Here, the reverse approach is used. 
We shall determine which three-linear identities are satisfied by each mem- 
ber of a large class of nearly simple triple systems (derivation-irreducible 
triple systems with L(x, y) a derivation). We identify the space of products 
with a subspace of the Cartan subalgebra of the derivation Lie algebra 
(Theorem 4). Left-symmetric and left-skew products are then easily iden- 
tified (Theorem 5). The same techniques reduce the study of the infinite 
family of inequivalent identities (as given by left ideals of kS3 in 
Theorem 6) to the six types of triple systems in Theorem 9. The 
classification of each of these six types is either known or easily obtained. 
Throughout we work with finite-dimensional vector spaces over an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. The results through 
Theorem 5 were obtained jointly with Joseph C. Ferrar. 
If &! is a faithful irreducible module for a Lie algebra dp, then 3 is 
reductive and 2 = 3‘ @ 9’ where 3 is the center of B with dim ?Z 6 1 and 
9’ = [Z, .Z] is semisimple (see [ 5, p. 1021). A Cartan subalgebra of 2 is 
of the form 2 = 3’“o 2’ with X’ a Cartan subalgebra of 2’. Y? has a 
nondegenerate bilinear form (h,, h2) = tr,(h, h,) with (3, 2’) = 0. The 
module A can be described by the highest weight ,? of %’ acting on &?. 
The weights on the dual module A* are the negatives of those on ,,@ with 
-/z the lowest weight. Let x1 EA and yeA E A* be corresponding weight 
vectors. 
THEOREM 1. If A# is a faithful irreducible module for a Lie algebra 9, 
then $14 +qS(xn@ yPA) is a vector space isomorphism between the 
B-module homomorphisms Horn&A 0 A*, 2’) and yi”, = {h E X / 
a(h) = 0 if M is a root orthogonal to A}. 
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Broo$ Since x,@ y-, generates &Y 0 J&‘* as an P’-module and has 
weight 0, 4 E Hom,(&’ @ J*, 9) is uniquely determined 
h = d(xA 0 y- A) E 2. Moreover, if a is a root orthogonal to ,4 with 
corresponding root vector e,CZ”, then e,x,= 0 and e,y_,=O. Thus, 
Q= [e,; h] = -a(h) e, and a(h) = 0. Thus, II/ is a monomorphism to XA. 
To show $ is surjective it suffices to show a basis for XI is in the image o 
$. We may write /i = C niii where the Ai with i> 1 are the fundamental 
weights of 2’ with ii(Z) = 0, and where, in the case 3 # 0, 1, is a weight 
of 3 with &,(G+‘?‘) = 0 and tiO = 1. As a basis of XL, we take all tj,t wit 
nj f 0 where in general t, E .Iz! is given by (t,, t) = p(t) for all t E 2. If Ai, 
i = I and 2, are irreducible P-modules with highest weights yli and pairing 
( , ), with the dual module J?‘*~, and if c$* E Hom,(&‘Z @ &*2, Y), then 
4 given by ~((x,OX~~O(Y~OY~))=(X~,Y~)~ &~x~@Y~) has 4 
Hom,(J@ .J#*, 9) where J# = AI @J& and J#* is identified wi 
J!*, 0 J&“w,. By restriction, we get $E Hom,(J” @ Jf*, 3) where &” 4s 
the irreducible submodule of J? with highest weight ~~ + q2. Moreover, 
d;(x,,Ox,,Oy-,,OY-,,)= <x~,,Y-,,,)~ d2b,20~--92). Thus, ii/(& is a 
nonzero multiple of $(4*). Since J& can be constructed by an iteration of 
the above procedure from the fundamental modules and the &-module for 
3 and since we may replace 9 by 9’ or a simple summand, we may 
assume iv = & with 9 = 3‘ or 2 =Ai with 9 simple. In the first case, 
4: x0 y 4 (x, y) ti, shows ti, is in the image of $. In the second case, 
S(A, B) = tr,,4f(AB) is a nondegenerate Y-invariant bilinear form on 
End J#’ = ~8 @ JZ’* extending ( , ). If 4 is the projection of J@ @J&‘* to $D 
via ,f, then for tE%?‘, we have (t,~(x~~yy_,))=f(t,x,Oy_,)= 
(x;., y-2) J+(t)= (t, (XL, Y-A> t,tj SO $(d)= (xj., ~-1) t, as desired. 
Remark. Okubo and Myung [7] have obtained an equivalent rest.&, in 
the case 9 is simple, by using different methods to study 
Hom,(Y, &!@J&‘*). Benkart and Osborn El] have treated the 
& = 9, for 64 simple, by decomposing 9’0 9 in each case. Our me 
gives a quick proof of the following well-known result on Lie admi 
algebras. 
COROLLARY 2. A jlexible, Lie admissible algebra d with SC simple is 
isomorphic with either d - or the n x n matrices of trace 0, n > 2, and 
product x* y = [x, y] + a(x 0 y) where [x, y] = xy - yx and x 0 y = xy i 
YX - Wn) NXY 1. 
Proof. If & is flexible ((xy) x = x( yx)) and Lie admissible (de = d 
with product [x, y] is a Lie algebra), then it is easy to show 
adx: y + [x, y] is a derivation of d. Thus, 4(x@ y) = xy gives 
4 E Horn, -(&‘~ @de-, JC ). If i is the highest weight of the adjoint 
representation for simple d- then dim &, = 1 except for A,- 1 9 n > 2, 
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where dim tiA = 2. Thus, the product on d is a scalar multiple of [x, y], if 
dim G+$ = 1, or of x* y, if dim & = 2, and hence isomorphic with the 
product. 
Recall [3] that a pair-algebra is a pair (A+, A-) of vector spaces with 
trilinear products xyz = LE(x, y) z E A8 for x, z E J&, y E &,. Also, 
D= (D,, D_) is a derivation if D,eEnd(&) and D,(xyz) = D,(x) yz+ 
xD_,(y) z + xyD,(z). We say (&+ , ~2~ ) is an inner-derivation pair 
algebra if (L, (x, y), L_(y, x)) is a derivation. This is clearly equivalent to 
a pair of five-linear identities on (A+, ~4~). If 9’ is a Lie algebra 
with Inder (A+, J’K ) c_ 9 c Der(&‘+ , A-) and if 9 acts irreducibly on 
J&‘=J&‘+ with 4*=&Y-, then ~$(x@y)=(L+(x,y), L-(y,x)) gives 
cj E Hom,(& @ J#*, 9’). Since the converse is also clear, we have most of 
the following result. 
COROLLARY 3. If 2’ and ~2? are as in Theorem 1, then there is a vector 
space isotiorphism between the space of inner-derivation pair-algebra 
products on (J?‘, ~2’s) with Inder(&, A*) c Y zDer(M, A*) and the 
space X*. For the product corresponding to 0 # h E XL, Inder(d, A*) = ZT 
and Der(&?, A*) = pl @J& where Y2 is the ideal in 2 generated by h, 
2’ = Yl @ Y2, 2, an ideal, with J&’ = ~2’~ @ k$, J& irreducible for S$, and 
21 ggZ(&) if 92 is semisimple and pl E sl( ~2’~) otherwise. 
Proof: Clearly, Inder(&, &‘*) is an ideal in 9 and is generated by h 
since x;, @ y-1 generates &’ @ J%‘*. Also, Der(J2, A*) is reductive with 
Der(J2, J*) = pi 0 Ez for Yz = Inder(4, A*) and 2i an ideal. Writing 
J&’ = J& @ 2z with pi irreducible for Pi or Pz, we have Ji= J& by 
dimensions. By the proof of Theorem 1, the corresponding 
#EHom,(&@&*, 9) is of the form &(x,0x2)O(y10y2))= 
(x,, yi) &(x2 0 y2) with & E Hom,,(& 0 &*2, =&) so the product is 
(X,,Y,) Z,OX,Y2Z2- Now D E pl acts on JZ& so D = (A @ id, B@ id). The 
derivation condition shows B= -A* where (Ax, y), = (x, A*y ),. Con- 
versely, D with B= -A* is a derivation. Writing D = D, + D, with 
D, E pl, D, E 9” gives a surjective Lie algebra homomorphism 8: A + D, 
from gZ(&i) to pi. Since A1 is irreducible for PI, ker 8 = 0 or multiples of 
id. In the first case, pizggl(Mi) so dz; must be semisimple. In the second, 
D, for A = id is in the center of Z2. 
Three-linear identities on pair-algebras are limited (namely, xyz = +zyx) 
and have been studied in [3]. For more complicated identities, we need to 
study triple systems; i.e., trilinear products J&’ x J&’ x J@ -+ J??. Again 
DE End(&) is a derivation if D(xyz) = D(x) yz + xD(y) z + xyD(z), and J$! 
is an inner-derivation triple system if L(x, y) z = xyz gives a derivation. This 
is equivalent to the five-linear identity 
xy(uvw) = (xyu) VW + u(xyv) w  + uv(xyw). 
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One would like to classify simple, inner-derivation triple systems, but tkis 
appears to be quite difficult. If Inder (~4’) acts irreducibly on 4 then J&’ is 
simple and the problem is tractable. Actually, we shall work under t 
weaker assumption that Der(4’) acts irreducibly on A. 
THEOREM 4. If A is a nontrivial inner-derivation triple system irreducible 
under the Lie algebra 9 with Inder(&) s 3 s Der(d), then 9 is semisim- 
ple and J& is a self-dual module for 2’. If A%? is a self-dual, faithful, 
irreducible module with highest weight 1 for a (semisimple) Lie algebra 3, 
then there is a vector space isomorphism between the space of inner- 
derivation triple system products on At+ with Inder(A) E 9 E Der(&) cknd 
the space Xi. For the product corresponding to 0 f h E Xi, Inder(4) = ~3~ 
and Der(&Z) = PI @& where 9.. is the ideal in $8 generated by h, 
9 = PI 0 Zz, -YI an ideal, with ~28 = A?& @ A$, J& irreducible and se~-d~a~ 
for I%j:, and PI = so (A’,) or sp(&i) according as AI is orthogonal or sym- 
plectic. 
Proof By [IS, p. 1021, 3’ is reductive. If D is in the center of 9, then D 
acts as a scalar a on J?‘. From 0= [O, L(x, y)] =L(Dx, y)+ L(x, Dy) = 
2aL(x, y), we get a = 0 for a nontrivial product. Therefore, 9 is semisimple. 
The lowest weight of ~4! is p= wO(jti) where w0 is the unique element of the 
Weyl group sending all positive roots to negative roots. Since x1 Ox, 
generates J&’ @ J2 as an g-module and since 4(x@ y) = L(x, y) gives 
4 E Hom,(& @ &!, .Y), we see L(x,, xJ # 0 and 3” + p is a weight of t 
adjoint module for 3’. Since wi = id, we have w,(A + p) = /1+ ~1. Thus, /z c y 
is not a root; i.e., J. + p =0 and J? is self-dual. The rest follows as in 
Corollary 3, except now A = B = -A* SO $ = so(&) or sp(&). 
THEOREM 5. Let A be a nontrivial inner-derivati 
irreducible under the Lie algebra 9 with Inder(&) E 9 c 
dual relative to an &,-symmetric form. Let A? be the inner-derivation trippie 
system obtainedfrom A with &x, y) = L( y, x). If h, h” are the corresponding 
elements of X1, then h”=.zAwO(h). 
Proof We consider the Chevalley groups G(Y, J@) and G(L?, L?) 
based on M and the adjoint representation (see [IS]). We may write w0 in 
the Weyl group as a product wE1 ..’ w,, of reflections with I minimal and 
define w  E G(Y, ~4’) as the corresponding product of w,(I) in G(Y, JX). If 
~2 is the standard homomorphism of G(9, J&Z) onto G(9,Z) with 
x,(t) = x,(t), then clearly g(L(x, y)) = L(gx, gy). Also, if ( , ) is the form 
on 4, then (x, y) = (gx, gy). Since w(x,) has weight- wO(p) [S, p. 271, 
we can take x-~= w(x~). From (x,, xi) = (w(x,), w(x-I)), we 
get w(x~J = sIxi. Thus, ii = L(x_,, XJ = &,L(W(XA), w(x-A)) = 
Ej.W(L(X,, X~~))=E~~(h)=El.Wg(h) by [S, p. 281. 
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Remark. Theorem 5 effectively classifies inner-derivation triple-systems 
~8’ with Der(&‘) acting irreducibly which satisfy the identity xyz = sy,~ for 
E = + 1. For this, one needs the following well-known determination of w0 
and E* (see [9]). The map -wO is an automorphism of the Dynkin 
diagram preserving simple components and is the identity there except for 
AI, 1>1; D,, I odd; and E,. Writing L=Cn,L,+CQ,$+/21) with 
Ai = -wo(Ai) and Lj = -w,($) fundamental weights, we have Ed = n (EJ! 
Moreover, using the labeling of Table II, Ed;= -1 precisely in the cases 
listed in Table I. 
Identities other than xyz = syxz are more diflicult to handle because 
other permutations produce products which are not inner-derivation triple 
systems. To deal with three-linear identities in general, let r be any triple 
system with product p: Y x Y x ~7 -+ F. If cry S3 we define a(p) by 
dP)(XlP x2, x3) = PkT, 3 xc729 x,~) giving an action of S, (and the group 
algebra kS,) on the space .?J’ of triple system products on f. We can view 
u = C a,o E kS, as a three-linear identity which is satisfied by p if u(p) = 0, 
the trivial product. Clearly, the three-linear identities satisfied by p form a 
left ideal in kS3. Moreover, one can view elements of the left-ideal 
generated by UE kS, as consequences of u obtained by substitution and 
linear combination. The left ideal structure of kS, is easily determined, and 
we shall present generators that suit our purposes. To fix some notation, 
we let j = 1 + (123) + (132), called the Jacobi identity; c = 1 - (123), called 
the cyclic identity; and b = 1 - (12) - (132) + (13), called the bimanal iden- 
tity. The name bimanal is suggested by the operator version of b, namely, 
L(x, y) - L( y, x) = R(x, y) - R( y, x), where R(x, y) z = zxy. For any 
uEkS3, we let u,=~(l+t(12)) for tek and u,=u(l2). If [xyz],=xyz+ 
tyxz and [xyz] m = yxz, we see that xyz satisfies u,, t E k u {co } precisely if 
[xyz], satisfies U. 
THEOREM 6. Any nonempty family of three-linear identities for a triple 
system is equivalent by substitution and linear combination to one of the 
following: 
where E= +l and tEku {w}. 
ProoJ: Since S, has three conjugacy classes, kS, is the sum of simple 
ideals of dimensions 1, 1, and 4. It is easily checked that e, = 2 j, = & C 0, 
e2 = i j- 1 = & C ( - 1)” G, and e3 = 1 - e, - e2 are the central idempotents. 
Also, e3 = f(1 - (132)) c, so jl, jP1, and c generate the simple ideals. One 
also sees that e,b=e,b=O, (12)b= -b, and (12)(13)b=(13)b-b, so b 
generates a two-dimensional minimal left ideal I. Since b(12) & I, the two- 
dimensional left ideals are generated by the b,, t E k u {GO >. If U, v are in 
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TABLE I 
c 1 Ei, = -1 
A/ 
B/ 
C, 
D, 
E, 
1=4kt I 
1=4k+l or 4k+2 
1=2k or 2k;l 
1=4kf2 
i=2k+l 
i=l 
i is odd 
i=l-1 or 1 
i=2,5, or I 
TABLE II 
At: 0 . . . @-----,~ 
1 2 3 e-1 t. 
E6: 
E,: 
F4: 
1 
2 
0 0 
1 3 4 5 6 7 
P 2 
G2: 
F==? 
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different ideals, then the left ideal generated by u, v is also generated by 
u + a. Since j, + j- I = Zj, the theorem follows. 
We shall use the following lemma in the classification of bimanal triple 
systems. 
LEMMA 7. Let A? be a faithful irreducible module for a semisimple Lie 
algebra 5? with highest weight 1. If a is a simple root with A- CI a weight of 
A? and 211-a a root of 9, then the module is isomorphic with sp, @ sp,,, 
n > 2 (with CI a root for spz); so,, n = 3 or n > 5; spin,; or G2 with A= AI. 
Prooj We use the method and results of Kac [6, p. 281. Let /3 = 21- CI. 
Since 4 is faithful, 9 has two or one simple summands depending on 
whether CI and /I are in different or the same component of the Dynkin 
diagram. In the first case, 4~ and $/I are dominant weights. With CI simple, 
[6, p. 281 gives &’ isomorphic with sp, @ sp,. If 9 is simple, write 
n=CnjAj and a=~, so ni#O. Now (/?,~j)=2nj-(ai,aj)=mj>0 so 
/-l = C mjAj is a dominant root. Since ( cli, ol,) < 0 implies mj # 0, the node i 
of the Dynkin diagram is connected only to nodes with mj# 0. Also, 
2nj = mj + (a,. aj) is a nonnegative, even integer. Using the list of 
dominant roots [6, pp. 26-271, we are left with the following possibilities 
for 9 and 1:A,, A,, (z so,); B,, A=&, (G spin,); B,, na3, A=A,, 
(2 so zn+l); C,, A=21,, (E so,); C,, A=&,, (z so,); D,, ;1=A,, A,, or 1, 
(Z so,zspin,); D,, n>4, A=&, (z sozn); and Gz, ,%=Ar. 
THEOREM 8. If AH is a nontrivial, bimanal, inner-derivation triple system, 
irreducible under Der(&), then .A? is isomorphic with the space of quater- 
nions with triple product xjz - zJx. 
ProoJ The bimanal identity 
xyz- yxz-zxy+zyx=o 
with x = z gives 
2xyx = xxy + yxx. 
Letting x=x1, y=x-,, we have (2;l(h)-A(@) x1= L(x,, xn) xpA, where 
h = L(x,, x-J and h”= L(x-,, x,J as in Theorem 5. If 2J is a root of 9, 
then J&’ is the module sp, [6, p. 281. It is easily seen that (x, z) y + 
(y, z) x gives an inner-derivation product on ~4’. Since dim XA = 1, the 
original product must be this one up to scalar multiple. It is also easy to 
see that this product does not satisfy the bimanal identity (use x=z 
orthogonal to y with (x, y) = 1). Thus, 22 is not a root of 9 and 
L(x,, xA) = 0. Since I(h”) = IZ(sA w,(h)) = EIwO(A)(h) = -ELJ.(h), we have 
(2 + .s,J I(h) = 0; i.e., A(h) = 0. Since h # 0, there is a simple root CI with 
a(h)#O. Also, hEyt”n implies (&cl)#O, so p= -(A.-a)=~-1 is a 
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weight of A!. Let e, be a root vector with xP = e,x_, # 0. By applying e, to 
x_~.x-~x~=O (-2A is not a root) and X,X_,X_j.=O (-A(h)=O), we get 
x,x~,x,+x~,x,x,=0 and xj.x,x_,+x,x_,x,=0. The bimanal identity 
with X=X-~: y=xp, z = x1 yields 2xPE.xPxA = 2x,x-.,x, = 2p(h) xp = 
2a(h) xP # 0. Thus, - ( --IV + p) = 2A - CI is a weight of the adjoint represen- 
tation. If 2A-a = 0, then A? is sp, which has already been eliminated. 
Thus, 2/2 -a is a root of 9. By Lemma 7, dim &$ is 1 or 2. Since p(r,) = 
(t,, tP) # 0 for p a weight for a simple component, the condition /Z(h) = 0 
reduces by one the dimension of the space of allowable products 
Moreover, h must be a combination with nonzero coefficients of both the 
t,,‘s spanning J?~, so CI can be chosen in either component. Thus, .A! is 
isomorphic with sp, 0 sp,. It suffices to exhibit one bimanal triple system 
with the given module. The elements do of trace 0 in the quaternions JZ’ 
form a Lie algebra of type A 1 = C,, and we may view A? = d as the 
module sp, @ sp, for 9 = JZ& @ & via (a, b) x = ax - xb. It is easy to check 
that (a, b) acts as a derivation of the product xijz and hence of xjz - #x. 
Also, L(x, y) = (xj - +t(xy) 1, yx - $t(jx) 1) E Ywhere t(a) 1 = a + a in &. 
Since t(xp) = t(yx), we have L(x, y) z = x?/‘z - zjx is an inner derivation 
triple system. Now L(x, y) = -R( y, x), so AZ’ is bimanal. Since t(x, y) = 
-L( y, x), A is, in fact, an alternating triple system; i.e., 1 - ( - 1)” B is an 
identity for all a E S,. 
THEOREM 9. The left-ideal I in kS, of all three-linear identities satisfied 
by a nontrivial, derivation-irreducible, inner-derivation triple system JZ is 
either 0 or one of the 7 listed below. For each r> the indicated A? are the only 
ones with 121 
(a) Left-skew: 7 is generated by 1 1 = I + (12); A? is given by 
Theorem 5. 
(b) Left-symmetric: r” is generated by 1 Pi = I - (12); A! is given by) 
Theorem 5. 
(c) Lie: r” is generated by 1 1 and j= 1+ (123) + (132); .A? is given by 
Table III. 
(d) Anti-Lie: 7 is generated by 1 --1 and j; A? is given by Table IV. 
(e) Jacobi: 7 is generated by j; A! is either Lie, anti-Lie, or the n x n 
matrices of trace 0 with product a[[~, y], z] + b[x oy, z] with 0 # a, b E k, 
where [x,y]=xy-yxandxoy=xy+yx. 
(f) Alternating: I” is generated by 1, and c = 1 - (123); A? is the 
quaternions with product xyz - zjix. 
ProoJ We first give the classification of each of the given types of triple 
systems. Left-skew and left-symmetric are covered by Theorem 5. Alter- 
481/94/2-T 
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nating (or even cyclic) triple systems are bimanal and are classified by 
Theorem 8. If A’ is not simple, then Inder(M) is a proper ideal in Der(A), 
and we may write A? = A” 0 A?* with product given by (x1, yl) z1 @ 
x2 y2z2 and A2 irreducible for Inder(A’). If dim A1 2 3, we can choose 
(xl,y,)=l and (xl,zl)=(yl,zl)=O. The Jacobi identity j for A’ 
TABLE III 
Nontrivial Derivation-Irreducible Lie Triple Systems 
Der(k) a h 
Al 
A,QA, 
G2 
B,,m>2 
C,,m>2 
C,QC,,m,n>l 
B,,m>2 
B,QB,,m,n>2 
A,QB,,m>2 
A,QA, 
A, 
D,,m>4 
D,QD,,m,n>3 
A,OA,QD,,m>3 
AIQA,QA,QA, 
B,,m23 
D,@B,,m>3,n>2 
A,OA,OB,,m>2 
D,QA,,m23 
A,QA,QA, 
D,,m>3 
C,,m>3 
D,,m>3 
A,, m>2 
F4 
C4 
F4 
A,QC, 
B4 
-% 
A,QAs 
E, 
A,QD, 
A, 
EZ 
E,QA, 
DZ 
hl, 
hi, + hi.; 
h,, 
hi, 
hl, 
hi, + b.; 
h,, 
h>., + hi; 
hl, + %; 
hi, + h,; 
hl, 
h,, 
hn, + hi; 
hi,, + h,; + 2h,; 
h,, + h,; + h,,; + hi-,, 
hi, 
h;., + hi; 
h;,, + hj.; + 2hj.y 
2hj,, f hi; 
hi, + hn; + hi.; 
h 
hi; 
hip, 
h>., + hn, 
hi, 
h;., 
h,, 
hi, + 3hi; 
h 
h:: 
hi, -+ %.; 
h,i 
h;., f 3hi; 
hi, 
h,, 
3h,, + h,; 
h 
28 
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TABLE IV 
Nontrivial, Derivation-Irreducible Anti-Lie Triple Systems 
Der(kf) a h 
h 
h,, & 
h,, + h;, - bh,; 
hiI - hl; 
h;,- h,; 
h,, -h,; 
h;, -h,.,, 
ah,, + bh,; + ch,;, a + b + c = 0 
would yield z1 Ox, y,z, = 0; i.e., the product x2 y2z2 is trivial. If 
dimJZi=2, choose xl=zl with (xl,yl)=l, (x,,x,)=(y,,y,)=O. 
Also, note ( , ) is a symplectic form. The Jacobi identity now becomes 
x, Ox, y2z2-x1 0 y,z,x,=O; i.e., x2 y2z2 is cyclic. Thus, J& is an alter- 
nating triple system and J$!’ is an anti-Lie triple system. We see that every 
nontrivial derivation irreducible Lie triple system is simple while a non- 
trivial derivation irreducible anti-Lie triple system is either simple or J#’ is 
isomorphic with sp2@ sp, 0 sp,. Using the classification of simple Lie 
triple systems (see [4, p. 5141 or [2] (where the diagrams 
are erroneously included)), we obtain the list of Der(&) and 3. given in 
Table III. We also give the corresponding h E s$, up to scalar multiple, 
in terms of hi, for jwi fundamental. Here h, = 2(p, p))’ t, so 
y(h,) = 2(?, p)(p, p))‘. Note that for p = ki fundamental, h, is independent 
of the choice of ( , ) on Der(&). By [2, p. 3851 h = h,, md- 
tiple, using the Killing form on M@Der(&) restri B.JO 
Writing /I =C nili, we have h,=2(i.,i)-‘t,=2jl.,3.)-‘Cn,r,,= 
(i, i) -I C ni(&, %i) hAg. For Der(.M) = A, with J.= i., + I”,, it is clear that ja,. 
is a multiple of h,, -6 h,,. Otherwise, no two /zi with nj # 0 fall in the same 
component of the Dynkin diagram. Since 2i. =C ~~“E~c.c~ for inte 
given by Lemmas 3 and 4 of 121, we have 2ni/Zi= C’ rnkxk, w  
denotes the sum over the component containing A,. Now n,(lj, /l,)(& A) -i 
= cc,’ MkXk, &)(2(& 4-l = C’ m,2(J.,, %J(%, %J 1 (x,, %)(4(& A)) -I 
m&xi, aJ(4(& A))- l 4~‘mj(2(x,,-~~)(-a,-a)~‘)(26-1”, ClJ 
&; ~j)~‘)~1=4-‘In,A,;,+,(~~~,,~)-‘, where rl+ I = -J. and A,j = 
2(a,, a,)(~(~, txj) ~- ‘. We have h, = 44’ C m,A,,,+ l(Al+ l.i)) i h,,, yielding the 
rest of Table III. To classify simple anti-Lie triple systems, we use the fact 
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[3, p. 10121 that &! @Der &! is a simple Lie superalgebra. Using 
Propositions 2.3.7 and 2.4.3 of [6], we see that the possible superalgebras 
are B(m, n), m > 0, n > 0; D(m, n), m > 2, n > 0; F(4); G(3); Q(n), n > 2; 
and D(2, 1; E). Using Proposition 2.1.2 of [6], we get the list 
for Der(&) and A given in Table IV. The Jacobi identity xIxeAxA + 
X-AXAXA + X~X~X-~ = 0 and left symmetry yields 2A(h) x1 = 
-L(xl, xn) x-~. If 2/2 is a root, then & is isomorphic with sp, and 
dim & = 1. Otherwise, A(h) =O. For A, with A= A1 +A,, this gives h a 
multiple of h,, - h,. In the remaining cases, each /zi is in a different com- 
ponent of the Dynkin diagram so 1(/z,) = &(h,) = 2. Thus, the coefficients 
of the h,, sum to zero. This handles all cases except A I 0 A i @ C,. Here the 
construction of the superalgebra is osp(4,2m) = D(2, m) as in [6, p. 321 so 
M is isomorphic with so4 0 sp2,. The product on the so4 factor is the 
usual Lie-triple system product, so by the case A i 0 A J = C1 0 C, of Table 
III, the coefficients of h,, and h,; are equal. Note that D(2, 1; CI) gives the 
entry A, +A, +A, with abc #O. The remaining case, say, a= 0, 
b = -c = 1, comes from the nonsimple anti-Lie triple system with & 
isomorphic with sp, 0 sp, 0 sp,. 
If h E X2 corresponds to a Jacobi triple system and h + ah”= 0 for some 
E = Ifr 1, then the product is either Lie or anti-Lie. Otherwise, h + sh” gives a 
triple system listed in Table III (E = -1) or Table IV (s = 1). Now w0 
stabilizes XA and each component of the Dynkin diagram, so h”= Eh 
whenever the ,$ lie in different components. This happens except for A,, 
1= 1, + A,, yielding the products listed in (e). 
It is easy to check that the left ideals I” together with kS, are ordered by 
inclusion as in Fig. 1. Also, the sum of any two 7s is again an 7 or kS3. 
Since every left ideal is the sum of minimal left ideals, we may show I is 
some I” by showing that if u E I generates a minimal left ideal then u E I”E I 
for some z By Theorem 6, it suffies to consider u =j, or b,. For j,, either 
h + oh”= 0 or h + sh” gives a product listed in Tables III or IV. In the first 
case, &Z satisfies 1, so j, E 7~ I with r” as in (a) or (b). In the second case, 
we have seen L = Eh except for A,,, , 1= 1, + &,,. Thus, the product given by 
FIGURE 1 
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h satisfies j and jgE7E I with r” as in (e). gor b,, h c th” is either 0 OK 
corresponds to an alternating product. Since kz = h, h + oh = 0 implies either 
t = 1 with ~42 left-skew and b, E 7 as in (a) or t = -1 with A! left-sy~~et~i~ 
and h _ 1 E ? as in (b). If h + tK # 0, then h E 3/10, for the alternating product 
and & = -h. Since (1 - t) h = h + 6, A is alternating and b, E 7 as in (f). 
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